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History Student’s Handbook 
 

“History, as nearly no one seems to know, is not merely something to be read. And 
it does not refer merely, or even principally, to the past. On the contrary, the great 
force of history comes from the fact that we carry it within us, are unconsciously 
controlled by it in many ways, and history is literally present in all that we do.” - 

James Baldwin (1965) 
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Welcome to Murray and the start of your history degree! You will earn an Arts and Sciences with a History Emphasis degree. This is a 
very exciting time! This handbook is designed to help you understand the history major, to give you hints that will make you a better 
student, to show you the successful path to graduation, to prepare your for attending a four-year school, and to make you a better job 
candidate. 
 
History is just fun. Historians peer into the past and try and figure out how people used to act and think. It is not easy, but it is 
fascinating! Historians get to look into the lives of people and be nosey! We read gossip. We learn secrets! We learn that we don't 
know all the answers and the more we learn, the more we learn that there is so much more we do not know, but we want to know! If 
you want to study the history of countries other than the United States, you get to learn a foreign language and that opens up new 
worlds, too. 
 
With a history degree you will learn to investigate problems, to take large amounts of information and analyze it, to write well, and to 
express yourself clearly. These are all skills that many employers want. 
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At Murray, you will get the background necessary to go on to a four-year school. You will learn the basics, then go to the next school 
to learn to teach, or to take specialty courses. 
 
General information 
 
It is never too late to think about what you want to do in the future, whether teach, obtain a job, or go on to graduate school. 
 
To prepare for any career in history, read, and write, as much as you can. You learn to write by reading as well as by practice writing. 
The further you go in your education, the more your ability to write will become important. Professors will tell you that "Your work 
speaks for itself." The better your work, your writing, the better chance you have to get into good schools. 
 
Get to know a professor well. It is important to set up good relationships at your schools since you will need letters of 
recommendation from your advisors and instructors, sometimes at Murray, and sometimes at your four-year school. One of the 
generally required items in a letter is a comment on how long the instructor has known the student and under what conditions so good 
relationships are important. When you take classes, make sure you choose the professor who best meets your needs and do the best 
work that you can. You will learn more, and the better you do, the better letters you will receive. If you plan to go to graduate school, 
choose the professor with the highest degree since they will be more familiar with the programs you will encounter in graduate school. 
 
Another good idea is to join the AHA, the largest historical organization in the US: https://www.historians.org/. There is a student 
membership rate. They have an abundance of information about the field of history, help for graduate school, getting a job, standards 
of conduct, etc. They are the best place for information on changes in the history fields. Their journal Perspectives has a great deal of 
good information about the history professions. If you cannot afford to join, but want to look at Perspectives, Dr. Jacobs-Pollez would 
be happy to send you a copy. 
 
Murray Resources 
 
There are many helpful resources available at Murray. The catalogue has the list of all degrees. You can find the list of classes you 
need to take by checking the Degree Sheets on the Murray Website. Your advisor will make sure you are enrolled in the correct 
classes. If your goal is to teach, you will need to take a very specific set of classes based on which school you want to attend after 
Murray. 
 
There are a number of events on campus each year, many related to history. 
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There are a number of historical sites and museums within a few-hours’ drive and if there is interest, Dr. Jacobs-Pollez would be glad 
to organize a field trip so just tell her what you want to see! 
 
Preparing for your transfer school: 
 
Get the best grades you can! You will be competing with other students who have excellent GPAs for scholarships, jobs, and 
acceptance into a four-year school. 
 
Do something that makes you stand out. Schools love volunteers! If you plan to get an advanced degree, the school will want you to 
do a number of tasks beyond teaching - give presentations, run student organizations, etc. Volunteering shows that you are willing to 
do that extra work. And often, you will learn something useful when you volunteer. 
 
We historians write a lot, so practice writing. Great writers are made, not born so it takes a lot of practice, for all of us! We also read a 
lot and reading will help make you a good writer. 
 
Citations and thesis statements. 
 
At your four-year school, you will find that they emphasize citations and thesis statements. As you take more advanced classes, you 
will be writing research papers, which will require you to cite your sources. You will also be expected to write thesis statements for 
your papers. Historians use Chicago Manual of Style format, which is not taught at Murray. To prepare for you for the work you will 
be doing at your four-year school, Dr. Jacobs-Pollez will teach sessions each semester to present an overview and introduction to the 
Chicago Manual of Style format.  
 
Scholarships 
 
Try and get some scholarships and not just for the funds. Even small ones look good on your resume and some schools, history 
departments, scholarship committees all like to give scholarships and grants to those already have them. They assume that if you got 
one, you are a good candidate for another, so even small scholarships look good on your resume and will set you up to get more. 
 
Honor Societies 
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You will also want to earn excellent grades so that you can join the Murray honor society, Phi Theta Kappa.  
 
Once you get to a four-year school, your good grades will gain you entrance to the history honor society, Phi Alpha Theta (ΦΑΘ) or 
PAT (http://phialphatheta.org/). 
PAT holds a number of conferences, some near our area. In Oklahoma they are in late February, at a different location. Three are also 
PAT conferences in northern Texas. If you pursue a graduate degree, you will probably be expected to present papers at conferences. 
This is both a stomach-wrenching, and exciting opportunity. At conferences you can meet people who are some of the best in the field. 
You can also meet people at your level and you will find that that you can help each other. Once you are a member of PAT, you can 
present a paper. There are special sections for undergraduate presentations. If you want to go to a conference and see how they work 
before you have to present a paper, let Dr. Jacobs-Pollez know and she will help you find one that's not too far.  
 
Careers 
 
Whatever career you decide, talk with your advisor (both at Murray and your four-year school) for the most current information.  
 
Digital History Technologies: Technologies such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS), network imaging, mobile technologies, 
and web design are changing how we study and represent historical processes such as environmental change, migration, and economic 
activity. Acquiring digital skills can make students more competitive for various jobs in government, public history, NGOs, and the 
private sector.  For this career you will probably need a minor in geography with an emphasis on digital humanities. 
Graduate School in History (M.A. and/or Ph.D.): If you love history and have the aptitude, graduate studies can provide intellectual 
stimulation and lead to a career teaching history at the university level or working in the field of public history.  
Research: The critical thinking that you will learn in studying history will allow you to go on to careers as researchers. Many 
employers need the sills of evaluating and analyzing documentary evidence. Historians as researchers include public historians as well 
as policy advisors, who serve as planners, evaluators, and policy analysts, often for state, local, and federal governments. In addition, 
historians often find employment as researchers for museums and historical organizations, or pursue additional specialized training to 
become professionals in cultural resources management and historic preservation. Often a master’s degree is needed for these types of 
jobs. 
Nonprofit Organizations: Working in nonprofit organizations requires knowledge of a broad range of areas and skills. The History 
major prepares you for writing, critical thinking, data analysis, and public presentations. For this career you will probably need a 
minor in non-profit management or similar field. Volunteering or interning at a non-profit organization will help when you are 
searching for a job. 
Law: The History major, with its emphasis on critical thinking and communication skills (both oral and written), is excellent 
preparation for law school. Historical training makes a perfect preparation for Law School, as historians and lawyers often do roughly 
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the same thing; argue persuasively using historical data to support their arguments. Many history majors become lawyers; others 
undertake careers in litigation support as paralegals. 
Public History: Public history—the profession of presenting history to the public through museums; archives; national parks; 
historical buildings and landscapes; film and new media; or writing histories for government, corporate, or public audiences—is a 
good fit for students who want to work in history outside the teaching professions. For these types of positions, you might want to 
volunteer or intern at a local, state, or federal government agency. 
Public Policy: If you’d like to work in government, administration, or even nonprofits, a history degree can help you get there. Work 
in public service includes policymakers, legislative staff at all levels of government, and become of officers of granting agencies and 
foundations. For these types of positions, you might need a minor in Political Science.  
Writing and Editing: Because success as a history major depends upon learning to write effectively, many historians become writers 
and editors. They make their living as authors of historical books, or more commonly, they work as editors at a publishing house. 
Many historians become print and broadcast journalists, and others become documentary editors who oversee the publication of 
documents such as those produced by government agencies. 
Information Management: History majors must learn to deal with documents, and this inspires some to pursue a one- or two-year 
graduate program in library studies (commonly, a Master of Library Science, or MLS, degree) or archival management and enter 
careers as information managers. With this additional training, they enter the fields of archives management, information 
management, records management, and librarianship.  
Business: The critical thinking and communication skills that History majors learn, along with our students’ ability to analyze how 
societies change over time, are a good preparation for careers in business. For this career you will probably need a minor in business. 
Many history majors work in the fields of banking, insurance, and stock analysis. Historians also learn how to write persuasively, and 
this training gives them an edge in advertising, communications media, and marketing. Finally, many industries depend on an intimate 
knowledge of government policies and historical trends; thus, history majors have found their skills useful in extractive industries and 
in public utilities.  
Education: Teaching history and related subjects in the K-12 schools, or with a master’s or higher, in higher education, is a great 
career with many employment opportunities. Our education system needs teachers with rigorous historical training. There are also 
other forms of teaching than standing up in front of a classroom. Working in education can include positions at historic sites and 
museums, where history majors can become docents, education directors, curators, guides, interpreters, work as historical consultants, 
contract archivists, public historians, writers, and even filmmakers. 
 
The traditional path for Oklahoma K-12 teacher certification is for those who complete a state-approved teacher education program. 
You will meet most of those requirements at your four-year school. You will need to pass three required competency examinations: 
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At Murray, you will take the classes listed in the Teaching Emphasis degrees, either for East Central State University or Southeastern 
Oklahoma State University. If you plan to attend another university, check with Dr. Jacobs-Pollez to make sure you take the correct 
classes. 
 
Be flexible and be willing to move away from this area. The local schools have limited budgets and generally hire someone who is a 
coach and history teacher. If you want to teach only history, you might have to live in a more urban environment. Often, they also 
offer higher salaries but be aware of the cost of living in the states with high salaries. 
 
Additional Career Paths: 
• National Parks Service  
• Museum Curator  
• Foreign Service  
• Intelligence Agent  
• Antiques Buyer  
• Anthropologist 
• Archaeologist 
• Conservator 
• Historical Preservationist 
 
Just for fun: What it like to be a graduate history student 
 
This handbook was written by Dr. Jacobs-Pollez. While she teaches mostly American history, her field is Medieval European history. 
She had to learn French, German, and Latin, and was lucky to study about people who are very different than us. As part of her 
studies, she went to three different archives and did research on several different manuscripts written in the 1300s and 1400s. They 
were written by hand on parchment, which is a very thin cow skin. In the Middle Ages, some of the most beautiful artwork is on the 
pages of manuscripts. She was paid (from two grants) to go to Paris, France and Brugge, Belgium for three weeks and do nothing but 
look at manuscripts, gorgeous cathedrals, churches, and museums. When she got back, she wrote her dissertation, a book about what 
she had studied for almost three years. It was scary, but so much fun! When she was done, she had added new information to our 
understanding of history. It was only a small part, but it helps us know what really happened in the past. You may not want a 
doctorate, but your history studies can still be rewarding. And there is no reason you cannot get any degree that you want. It will take 
perseverance, but it can be done. 
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Additional Information and References 
 
Chicago Manual of Style (limited) 

https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home.html 
https://www.utpb.edu/academics/undergraduate-success/success-center/tutoring/writing/information/chicago-manual-style 
http://cmosshoptalk.com/for-students/ 
http://www.citationmachine.net/chicago 
 

 
An excellent writing resource, and it has Chicago Manual of Style information: https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/purdue_owl.html 
 
Professional Organizations: 
 
American Historical Society:  http://www.historians.org/pubs/careers/index.htm 

The American Historical Association’s booklet Careers for Students of History is available online at 
http://www.historians.org/pubs/careers/index.htm. 

 
Organization of American Historians: http://www.oah.org/ 
 
Medieval Academy of America: https://www.medievalacademy.org/ 
 
 


